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news and views

Boundaries on motion integration
Visual perceptual processes occur with an accuracy and ease that belies the difficulty of the problems they solve, and the perception
of object motion is no exception. On page 745 of this issue, Jean Lorenceau and David Alais shed new light on how we perceive
object motion, showing that an object’s shape exerts a powerful influence on motion integration, the process by which ambiguous
local motion measurements are combined to determine the object’s motion. A simple diamond, translating horizontally (left),
illustrates the problem. Receptive fields of neurons in the visual cortex sample small regions of space, and those situated on a moving
object’s edge cannot determine the object’s true motion. Although the diamond moves horizontally, an edge viewed in isolation
(through the circle) appears to move diagonally, and is consistent with a wide range of object motions. Yet even when the
unambiguous motions of the corners are covered with occluding surfaces (center), leaving only the edges, the diamond still appears
to move rightward. The only way to derive rightward motion from this stimulus is to combine motion information across edges. Each
edge alone is ambiguous, but together, they yield the correct motion direction. Much research now supports the idea that local
motion measurements are integrated across space in this manner.

The integration process is tricky, however. Most scenes contain more than one object, and if edge motions are combined across objects,
the resulting motion estimates will be wrong. The visual system must somehow restrict motion integration to measurements made on the
same object. Lorenceau and Alais investigate this process by permuting the contours in their stimuli. In the example on the right, the top and
bottom contours of the diamond have simply been swapped. The motion information is thus unchanged, but the new contours form a
different global shape. This simple manipulation has a drastic effect on motion perception. Whereas the original diamond configuration is
perceived to move as a single solid object, the contours in the new configuration are almost always seen to move independently. Thus the
visual system opts not to integrate the edge motions even though they are perfectly consistent with a single global motion. What accounts
for the difference? One critical variable seems to be contour closure. The authors found that contour configurations that did not form a
closed shape were almost never seen to cohere. The unclosed shapes remained incoherent even after subjects were shown the full,
unoccluded shape (in this case, a bow-tie). The visual system thus seems to have a built-in bias favoring integration for closed shapes. Given
that objects in the world tend to have closed bounding contours, these influences of shape on motion interpretation may serve to avoid
integrating across different objects.

Josh McDermott
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